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Abstract
The Maier–Schmid theorem asserts that a core-free permutable subgroup of a finite group is con-
tained in the hypercentre. This result is known to be false even for finitely generated groups. Here it is
shown that the Maier–Schmid theorem holds for many classes of infinite groups, including numerous
locally finite groups. On the other hand, an example is given of a countable metabelian p-group for
which the theorem fails.
© 2005 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
The starting point for this investigation is the following well-known theorem of R. Maier
and P. Schmid ([12], see also [13, 5.2.3]).
Theorem. If H is a core-free permutable subgroup of a finite group G, then H is contained
in Z¯(G), the hypercentre of G.
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every subgroup K of G. Also the core of a subgroup H in a group G is defined to be
HG =
⋂
g∈G
Hg,
i.e., the largest normal subgroup of G contained in H . If HG = 1, then H is called core-free
in G.
The unexpectedly strong conclusion of the Maier–Schmid theorem may be accounted
for by the tension between the two hypotheses on the subgroup, core-free and permutable.
The proof of the theorem is very “finite,” using induction on the group order and the Frat-
tini argument. Our object in this article is to investigate to what extent the Maier–Schmid
theorem can be generalized to classes of infinite groups. We will refer to this as the Maier–
Schmid problem.
It is known that the Maier–Schmid theorem fails badly for finitely generated groups.
Indeed in 1992 Busetto and Napolitani [3] showed that there is a finitely generated infinite
p-group with a core-free permutable subgroup which is not contained in the hypercentre.
Their group involves an extended Tarski group, i.e., a group whose central quotient group
is a Tarski monster: of course, the prime p must be very large. Further examples relevant
to the Maier–Schmid theorem have been given by Bradway, Gross and Scott [1], Gross [7]
and Stonehewer [16]. In the penultimate work cited it is shown that the normal closure of a
core-free permutable subgroup need not even be locally soluble, and hence is not contained
in the hypercentre.
On the other hand, several positive results are known. In 1985 Seneviratne [14], general-
izing earlier work of Lennox [9,10], proved that the Maier–Schmid problem has a positive
solution for reduced soluble minimax groups. This result was in turn generalized in 1998
by Celentani and Leone [4] to the class of reduced soluble-by-finite groups with finite
abelian total rank, (i.e., S1-by-finite groups). It should also be mentioned that the Maier–
Schmid theorem is true for finite cyclic core-free permutable subgroups in an arbitrary
group (Busetto [2]).
Even if the Maier–Schmid theorem is valid for a group, it may not be possible to prove
that the core-free permutable subgroup concerned is contained in a term of the upper central
series of finite ordinal type. For example, let G be the Iwasawa group 〈t〉  A, where A is
a Prüfer p∞-group and at = a1+p (or a1+4 if p = 2), for a ∈ A. Every subgroup of G is
permutable, but Zω(G) = A < Zω+1(G) = G. Despite this example, we will see that there
are numerous circumstances when the Maier–Schmid theorem holds with a finite term of
the upper central series.
2. Results
There are many types of infinite group for which some version of the Maier–Schmid
theorem is valid. Among these are certain classes of finitely generated soluble groups. For
example, Lennox [10] showed that if G is a finitely generated, residually finite, soluble-by-
finite group and H is a core-free permutable subgroup, then H  Zm(G) for some finite
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conclusion holds for all finitely generated abelian-by-polycyclic-by-finite groups. Here we
prove a more general result.
Theorem 1. Let H be a core-free permutable subgroup of a finitely generated group G
which is abelian-by-polycyclic-by-finite-by-supersoluble. Then H  Zm(G) for some fi-
nite m.
It is still not known if the Maier–Schmid problem has a positive solution for finitely
generated soluble groups in general, although it does if the derived length is at most 3—
see Corollary 1.
Turning next to locally finite groups, we record an important weak form of the Maier–
Schmid theorem.
Theorem 2. Let H be a core-free permutable subgroup of a locally finite group G. Then
HG is locally nilpotent and G/CG((HG)p) is a p-group for each prime p.
This result can be used to establish the following theorem.
Theorem 3. Let H be a core-free permutable subgroup of a locally finite group G which
satisfies min-p (the minimal condition on p-subgroups) for all primes p. Then each (HG)p
is finite and H Zω(G).
In fact, this result admits some wide generalizations.
Theorem 5. Let G be a group with a locally finite normal subgroup N whose Hirsch–
Plotkin radical satisfies min-p for all p. Assume also that G/N is a hypercentral group. If
H is a core-free permutable subgroup, then H  Z¯(G).
Theorem 6. Let G be a locally finite group with a normal subgroup N satisfying min-p
for all p and assume that G/N is nilpotent. If H is a core-free permutable subgroup, then
H Zω(G). Moreover, if H ∩N is a ˇCernikov group, then H  Zm(G) for some finite m.
Thus in particular the Maier–Schmid problem has a positive solution for ˇCernikov-by-
nilpotent groups.
Two further types of locally finite groups for which the Maier–Schmid theorem holds
are those which satisfy either the weak maximal condition or the weak minimal condition
for normal subgroups, in the sense of Kurdachenko [8]. For details see Theorem 4 below.
The Maier–Schmid problem has a positive solution for some important classes of linear
groups over fields.
Theorem 7. Let G be a homomorphic image of a periodic linear group. If H is a core-free
permutable subgroup, then H  Zω(G).
Theorem 8. Let H be a core-free permutable subgroup of a finitely generated linear
group G. Then H  Zm(G) for some finite m.
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class of abelian-by-finite groups—this is Theorem 9 below.
After so many positive results on the Maier–Schmid problem, it is important to furnish
counterexamples showing the limits to what can be proved—and these are quite hard to
find. Here we give a new counterexample, which is apparently the first example of a soluble
p-group for which the Maier–Schmid theorem fails.
Theorem 10. For each prime p there is a countable metabelian p-group G with a core-free
permutable subgroup H such that H ∩Z¯(G) = 1. Furthermore, H is an infinite elementary
abelian group.
Notation.
HG: the normal closure of H in G.
HG: the core of H in G.
Hp: the p-component of a locally nilpotent group H .
Zα(G): the αth term of the upper central series of G.
Z¯(G): the hypercentre of G.
G∞: the subgroup generated by all the elements of infinite order in G (with G∞ = 1 if
G is periodic).
3. Elementary results
In this section we collect together some results which are fundamental in the study of
the Maier–Schmid problem.
Lemma 1. (Stonehewer [15]) Let H be a permutable subgroup of a group G and let g ∈ G
have infinite order. If H ∩ 〈g〉 = 1, then Hg = H .
Lemma 2. (Stonehewer [15]) If H is a core-free permutable subgroup of a group G, then
H is residually (finite nilpotent) and HG is locally residually (finite nilpotent).
The next result is especially useful in dealing with finitely generated groups.
Lemma 3. Let H be a permutable subgroup of a group G and suppose that G can be
finitely generated modulo H . Then:
(i) |HG : H | is finite (Schmidt [13, 6.2.8]).
(ii) If H is core-free, then HG is nilpotent with finite exponent (Lennox [9], see also
Schmidt [13, 6.3.3]).
The result which follows has wide application to the Maier–Schmid problem for peri-
odic groups.
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group G. Then HG is a periodic locally nilpotent group whose p-component is the normal
closure in G of Hp . Moreover, each Hp is permutable in G.
We remark—although it will not be used here—that if H is any core-free permutable
subgroup of a group G, the elements of finite order in H form a locally nilpotent subgroup
(see Gross [6]).
There is a tendency for the Maier–Schmid problem to have a positive solution when the
permutable subgroup has only finitely many conjugates.
Proposition 1. Let H be a core-free permutable subgroup of a locally residually finite
group G. If H has only finitely many conjugates in G, then HG is finite and H  Zm(G)
for some finite m.
Proof. Let Hx1,Hx2 , . . . ,Hxn be the conjugates of H . If g ∈ G, then
|HHg : H | ∣∣H 〈g〉 : H ∣∣= ∣∣〈g〉 : H ∩ 〈g〉∣∣,
which is finite unless g has infinite order and H ∩ 〈g〉 = 1: however, under these circum-
stances, H = Hg by Lemma 1. Therefore |HHg : H | is always finite, as is |H : H ∩ Hg|.
Consequently |HG| = |HG : HG| is finite.
Next let X be a finitely generated subgroup of G containing HG and all the xi : thus
HX = 1 and HX = HG. Since X is residually finite, there exists N  X such that X/N is
finite and N ∩ HX = 1. Therefore (HN/N)X/N = 1 and the Maier–Schmid theorem may
be applied to the finite group X/N to show that HN/N  Z¯(X/N). Writing m for |HG|,
we conclude that [HG,mX]HX ∩ N = 1 for all such X, so that H  Zm(G). 
Finally, we record a result which is often useful in dealing with groups satisfying min-p.
Lemma 5. [4, Lemma 5] Let H be a finite permutable subgroup of a group G and let D
be a divisible periodic abelian subgroup of G. Then [D,H ] = 1.
Proof. Let m = |H | and d ∈ D. Then HHd HD and so HHd = H(HHd ∩ D)HE
where E is the subgroup of all x in D such that xm2 = 1. It follows that HD  HE and
[D,H ] has finite exponent since HE does. Therefore [D,H ] = 1. 
4. Finitely generated groups
While the Maier–Schmid theorem is false for finitely generated groups in general, there
are many groups of this type for which it is true.
Proposition 2. Let G be a finitely generated, residually finite group whose periodic quo-
tients are finite. If H is a core-free permutable subgroup of G, then HG is finite and
H Zm(G) for some finite m.
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periodic. Writing Q = G∞, the subgroup generated by all the elements of infinite order,
we apply Lemma 1 to show that HQ = H . Since G/Q is periodic, it is finite and thus
|G : NG(H)| is finite. The result now follows from Proposition 1. 
Corollary 1. Let G be a finitely generated soluble group of derived length at most 3. If H
is a core-free permutable subgroup, then HG is finite and H  Zm(G) for some finite m.
Proof. If Gab is finite, then G is metabelian-by-finite, so it is residually finite and the
result follows from Proposition 2 (or Lennox [10]). Assume that Gab is infinite; then it is
easy to see that G can be generated by elements of infinite order. Since HG is periodic by
Lemma 3, we obtain H  G by Lemma 1 and thus H = 1. 
It turns out that the presence of infinite supersoluble quotients in a group has major con-
sequences for the Maier–Schmid problem. Notice that a group has an infinite supersoluble
quotient if and only if either Z or the infinite dihedral group Dih(∞) is a quotient group.
Proposition 3. Let G be a group with an infinite supersoluble quotient group. If H is
a periodic core-free permutable subgroup, then HG is finite and H  Zm(G) for some
finite m.
During the proof we will need the following simple result.
Lemma 6. If G is an infinite supersoluble group, then |G : G∞| 2.
Proof. The group G has an infinite cyclic normal subgroup A and A  G∞. If G/A
is infinite, then |G/A : (G/A)∞|  2 by induction on the Hirsch length, and, since
(G/A)∞ G∞/A, the result follows at once.
Now assume that G/A is finite and put C = CG(A). Then |G : C| 2 and C is centre-
by-finite, so C′ is finite. Since C is infinite, it follows that C = C∞  G∞ and thus
|G : G∞| 2. 
Proof of Proposition 3. Let G/N be an infinite supersoluble quotient and let Q/N denote
(G/N)∞; then |G : Q|  2 by Lemma 6. Since G/N is infinite, Q can be generated by
elements of infinite order and, since H is periodic, HQ = H by Lemma 1. Therefore
|G : NG(H)|  2. Assuming that H is not normal in G, we write H and Hx for the two
conjugates of H .
Next HG is periodic by Lemma 4. If g ∈ G has infinite order modulo N and a ∈ HG,
then ga has infinite order and thus normalizes H . It follows that Ha = H and H  HG.
Furthermore, H ∩ Hx = HG = 1, so that HG = H × Hx , and since HG = H(HG ∩ 〈x〉),
we conclude that HG/H is cyclic and hence so is H . In addition HG is finite. The result
is now a consequence of a theorem of Busetto [2] (see also [13, 5.2.12]). 
Corollary 2. Let G be a finitely generated group with an infinite supersoluble quotient. If
H is a core-free permutable subgroup, then HG is finite and H  Zm(G) for some finite m.
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class of finitely generated groups for which the Maier–Schmid problem has a positive
solution.
Theorem 1. Let G be a finitely generated abelian-by-polycyclic-by-finite-by-supersoluble
group. If H is a core-free permutable subgroup, then HG is finite and H  Zm(G) for
some finite m.
Proof. Applying Corollary 2, we may assume that G is abelian-by-polycyclic-by-finite.
Then G is residually finite by the Jategaonkar–Roseblade theorem and the result follows
from Proposition 2. 
5. Locally finite groups
We begin the discussion by proving a weak version of the Maier–Schmid theorem which
has the great advantage of being true for any locally finite group. It is fundamental in the
study of the Maier–Schmid problem for locally finite groups.
Theorem 2. Let H be a core-free permutable subgroup of a locally finite group G. Then
HG is locally nilpotent and G/CG((HG)p) is a p-group for each prime p.
Proof. By Lemma 4 the subgroup HG is locally nilpotent and Hp , the p-component of H ,
is permutable in G: further (Hp)G = (HG)p . Therefore nothing is lost in assuming that H
is a p-group.
Let x, g ∈ G with x a p′-element. Writing T = 〈x,g,H 〉 = 〈x,g〉H , we note that
|T : H | is finite and thus T/HT is finite. Applying the Maier–Schmid theorem to the
group T/HT , we conclude that x centralizes HT /HT , so that [H,x]  HT  Hg and
hence [H,x]  HG = 1. From this we deduce that [HG,x] = 1 and G/CG(HG) is a
p-group. 
A first application of this result is to locally finite groups satisfying min-p for all
p. (A good reference for this important class of locally finite groups is the book by
M.R. Dixon [5].)
Theorem 3. Let H be a core-free permutable subgroup of a locally finite group G which
satisfies min-p for all primes p. Then (HG)p is finite for all p and H Zω(G).
Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 2 we may suppose HG to be a p-group. Then
HG ∩ Op′(G) = 1 and it is easily seen that HOp′(G)/Op′(G) is core-free in G/Op′(G),
so we may assume that Op′(G) = 1. Now by a deep theorem of Belyaev (see [5, 3.5.15])
the group G is locally soluble-by-finite. It then follows from a result of Kargapolov (see [5,
2.5.13]) that G is a ˇCernikov group: let D denote its maximum divisible abelian subgroup.
By Lemma 2 the group H is residually finite, and since it also satisfies min, it is finite.
It now follows from Lemma 5 that [H,D] = 1. Hence |G : CG(H)| is finite and the result
is a consequence of Proposition 1. 
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false even for locally finite p-groups (see Theorem 10). To ensure the truth of the theorem
some type of finiteness condition is needed. Two such conditions which are effective for
locally finite groups are the so-called weak chain conditions for normal subgroups.
Recall that a group satisfies the weak maximal or weak minimal condition on normal
subgroups,
wmax-n, wmin-n,
if it has no infinite ascending, (respectively descending), chains of normal subgroups with
all factors infinite. These conditions were introduced by Kurdachenko [8]. The result to be
proved is as follows.
Theorem 4. Let G be a locally finite group satisfying either wmax-n or wmin-n. If H is a
core-free permutable subgroup, then HG is finite and H Zm(G) for some finite m.
Proof. By the usual argument we may assume that HG is a p-group. (Here it is necessary
to observe that HG has only finitely many non-trivial primary components because of
wmax-n or wmin-n.) By Theorem 2 the group G¯ = G/CG(HG) is a p-group and therefore
K = G¯HG is a locally finite p-group. Clearly G¯ satisfies wmax-n or wmin-n, while HG
satisfies either the weak maximal condition or the weak minimal condition on G-invariant
subgroups. It is straightforward to deduce that K has wmax-n or wmin-n.
We may now apply a theorem of Kurdachenko [8] to show that K is a ˇCernikov group,
from which it follows that HG is one too. Let D be the maximum divisible abelian sub-
group of HG. Since H is residually finite and satisfies min, it must be finite. By Lemma 5
we have [D,Hg] = 1 for all g ∈ G. Therefore D  Z(HG) and HG is nilpotent. By
[11, 3.2.9] the group G¯ is finite, being a periodic group of automorphisms of a nilpotent
ˇCernikov group, and hence |G : NG(H)| is finite. The result now follows from Proposi-
tion 1. 
Generalizations
We have seen that the Maier–Schmid theorem holds in a locally finite group satisfying
min-p for all p. In fact this result can be generalized considerably.
Theorem 5. Let G be a group with a locally finite normal subgroup N whose Hirsch–
Plotkin radical satisfies min-p for all p. Assume also that G/N is a hypercentral group. If
H is a core-free permutable subgroup of G, then H  Z¯(G).
Proof. (i) Case: G = 〈X,H 〉 where X is a finitely generated subgroup. Then H  Zm(G)
for some finite m.
In the first place, Lemma 3 shows that HG has finite exponent. If G had elements of
infinite order, these would generate the group, since N is periodic and G/N is hypercentral.
By Lemma 1 the elements of infinite order must normalize H and thus H G. On the other
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G is finite.
(ii) The general case. It is enough to prove that HG ∩N  Z¯(G) since HG/HG ∩N G

HGN/N and G/N is a hypercentral group.
By Lemma 2 the group HG is locally residually nilpotent and thus HG ∩ N is locally
nilpotent. Therefore HG ∩N is contained in F , the Hirsch–Plotkin radical of N , and con-
sequently it suffices to show that HG ∩ Fp  Z¯(G) for all p. Let us write P = Fp , noting
that P  G and P is a ˇCernikov group.
Since P satisfies min, we have
1 = HG ∩ P = (H ∩ P)G = (H ∩ P)Y0
for some finitely generated subgroup Y0. Let Y be any finitely generated subgroup contain-
ing Y0: thus HY ∩P = (H ∩P)Y = 1. On applying (i) to the group HY/HY , we conclude
that there is an integer k = k(Y ) 0 such that
[
HY ∩ P,kY
]
HY ∩ P = 1.
We can assume that HG ∩ P = 1, so there is a finitely generated subgroup Y1 such that
HY1 ∩ P = 1. Now choose Y to contain Y1, as well as Y0. Then HY ∩ P = 1 and, since
[HY ∩ P, kY ] = 1, we have CHG∩P (Y ) = 1 for all such Y .
Since P satisfies min, we may choose Y so that CHG∩P (Y ) is minimal. If g ∈ G, then
by minimality
CHG∩P
(〈Y,g〉)= CHG∩P (Y ),
which shows that
1 = CHG∩P (Y ) = HG ∩ P ∩ Z(G).
The argument may be repeated for the group HG ∩ P/HG ∩ P ∩ Z(G); thus ultimately
an ascending G-central series of HG ∩ P can be constructed and HG ∩ P  Z¯(G), as
required. 
If one is prepared to assume that the group in Theorem 5 is periodic, it is possible to say
something about which terms of the upper central series contain H .
Theorem 6. Let G be a locally finite group with a normal subgroup N satisfying min-p
for all p and assume that G/N is nilpotent. If H is a core-free permutable subgroup of G,
then H  Zω(G). Moreover, if H ∩ N is a ˇCernikov group, then H  Zm(G) for some
finite m.
Proof. By the usual argument we reduce to the case where HG is a p-group. It will be
shown that H  Zm(G) for some finite m, which will settle the matter.
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maximum divisible subgroup. Thus G/CG(D) is finite. Let {t1, t2, . . . , tn} be a transversal
to CG(D) in G and set Y = 〈t1, t2, . . . , tn〉, a finite subgroup. Then
HY ∩ D =
⋂
y∈Y
(H ∩ D)y =
⋂
g∈G
(H ∩ D)g = HG ∩ D = 1.
Next we argue that HD = H . Put U = HD and note that |H : H ∩ CU(D)| is finite
and H ∩ CU(D)  U . Hence H ∩ CU(D)HU and H/HU is finite. It now follows from
Lemma 5 that DHU/HU centralizes H/HU , so that [H,D]H .
Put S = 〈D,H,Y 〉 = DHY , noting that HS = HY and HS = HY . From |HY : H | 
|Y | we deduce that |HY : HY |  |Y |! = , say. Hence S/HS is a ˇCernikov group and the
Maier–Schmid theorem holds (by Theorem 3). Since HS/HS is finite with order at most ,
we have [HS, S]  HS . In addition, G/D is nilpotent, with class c say, and from this
it follows that [HS, c+S]  HS ∩ D = HY ∩ D = 1. This conclusion is valid for any
conjugate of H , so we obtain [HG, c+Y ] = 1 and therefore
[
HG, 2c+G
]

[
HG ∩ D,c+G
]= [HG ∩ D, c+Y ]= 1,
since G = CG(D)Y .
(ii) The general case. Since N is locally finite with min-q for all q , the theorem of
Belyaev [5, 3.5.15] shows that there is G-invariant, locally soluble subgroup J of N with
N/J finite. Next HG ∩ Op′(G) = 1, so we may assume that Op′(J ) = 1, which implies
that J , and hence N , is a ˇCernikov group. Let D denote the maximum divisible subgroup
of N .
From Theorem 2 we see that G/CG(HG) is a p-group and hence Q CG(HG) where
Q = Op(G) (which is also the subgroup generated by the p′-elements of G). Let P be a
Sylow p-subgroup of G. Then it will suffice to prove that G = QP . For then HP = HG
and HP = HG = 1, while H  P and P is ˇCernikov-by-nilpotent, so that case (i) may be
applied.
Suppose that G = PQ. Since G/QD is a finite-by-nilpotent p-group, it is nilpotent.
Hence there is a subgroup K such that QP
=K . Now G/D is finite-by-nilpotent and hence
nilpotent-by-finite, and it is easy to deduce that Sylow p-subgroups of QP are conjugate.
Thus the Frattini argument may be applied to P QP K , yielding K = NK(P )Q. Since
K = QP , there is a p-element x ∈ NK(P ) \ P : but then P is not a Sylow p-subgroup, a
contradiction which completes the proof. 
We remark that Theorem 6 does not hold if the group G is allowed to have elements of
infinite order, as is shown by the Iwasawa group mentioned in Section 1.
6. Linear groups: abelian-by-finite groups
The Maier–Schmid problem has a positive solution for many linear and near linear
groups.
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permutable subgroup of G, then H Zω(G).
Proof. By a well-known theorem of Schur [17, 4.9], the group G is locally finite. We may
therefore assume that HG is a p-group and aim to show that H  Zm(G) for some finite m.
Put C = CG(HG). Then G/C is a p-group by Theorem 2, and by [17, 9.25] there
is a Sylow p-subgroup P such that G = PC: also, of course, HG  P . By hypothesis
P 
 L/K where L is a periodic linear group, and L = P1K for some p-subgroup P1 of L.
Being a linear p-group, P1 is hypercentral [17, 9.1], and thus P is hypercentral. Since
G = PC, we have HP = HG = 1. If p is not the characteristic of G, then P1, and hence P ,
is a ˇCernikov group [17, 9.1], and therefore H  Zm(P ) for some finite m by Theorem 3.
If, on the other hand, p is the characteristic of G, then P1 is even nilpotent [17, 9.1], and
once again we obtain H  Zm(P ) for some finite m. Finally, G = PC and so it follows
that H  Zm(G). 
As our second result about linear groups we prove the following theorem.
Theorem 8. Let H be a core-free permutable subgroup of a finitely generated linear
group G. Then HG is finite and H  Zm(G) for some finite m.
In the proof we shall require the following fact, which may be of independent interest.
The proof is due to B.A.F. Wehrfritz, to whom our thanks are due.
Proposition 4. If G is a finitely generated linear group, then |G : G∞| is finite.
Proof. Let S denote the set of all elements of G which have infinite order: thus G∞ = 〈S〉.
By [17, 4.8] there is a normal subgroup N with finite index in G such that every element
of finite order in N is unipotent. It follows that each element of finite order in G has order
dividing some fixed positive integer, and consequently G \ S, the set of all elements of
finite order in G, is closed in the Zariski topology. Hence S is open in G.
If S is empty, G is periodic and hence finite, so we may suppose S to be non-empty.
Since G∞ is covered by translates of S, it follows that G∞ is open, and hence closed, in G.
Therefore G∞ contains G0, the connected component of the identity (see [17, 5.3]). Since
G/G0 is finite, the result follows. 
Proof of Theorem 8. We may assume that G contains elements of infinite order. By
Lemma 3 the subgroup HG is periodic and thus G∞ normalizes H by Lemma 1. It now
follows from Proposition 4 that |G : NG(H)| is finite. Since finitely generated linear groups
are residually finite, the result is a consequence of Proposition 1. 
Our final positive result on the Maier–Schmid problem is the following theorem.
Theorem 9. Let H be a core-free permutable subgroup of an abelian-by-finite group G.
Then H Zω2(G).
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(i) Case: G is periodic. As usual we can reduce to the situation where HG is a p-group.
Also we may suppose that Op′(G) = 1. Setting C = CG(HG), we note that G/C is a
p-group. Now D = CG(HG ∩ A)  CA, so G/D is a finite p-group which acts on the
abelian p-group HG ∩ A. Therefore HG ∩ A Zω(G) and hence HG  Zω+(G) where
 = |G : A|.
(ii) Case: G is not periodic. First of all suppose that A/H ∩ A is periodic. Since
H ∩ A  HA and |G : HA| is finite, |G : NG(H ∩ A)| is finite. Let {t1, t2, . . . , tr} be a
right transversal to NG(H ∩ A) in G. Then
1 = HG ∩ A =
r⋂
i=1
(H ∩ A)ti ,
which implies that A, and hence G, is periodic. By this contradiction A/H ∩ A contains
elements of infinite order.
Now consider the group HA/H ∩ A. This has a finite permutable subgroup H/H ∩ A,
while A/H ∩A is generated by elements of infinite order. Hence H HA and |G : NG(H)|
is finite. The result now follows from Proposition 1. 
It is still an open question whether Theorem 9 is true if the group G is nilpotent-by-
finite.
7. A metabelian counterexample
In this final section our aim is to prove:
Theorem 10. For each prime p there is a countable metabelian p-group with a core-free
permutable subgroup H such that H ∩Z¯(G) = 1. Furthermore, H is an infinite elementary
abelian group.
Proof. Let L¯ be a Prüfer p∞-group and put A = {x ∈ L¯ | xp2 = 1} and B = Ap . Thus
|B| = p, with B = 〈b〉 say. Set L = L¯/A and define N to be the augmentation ideal of
the group algebra ZpL. Make N into an L¯-module via the canonical map L¯ → L and
multiplication in ZpL. With this module structure, we define
G = L¯  N,
a countable metabelian p-group which is the group of the theorem.
Let 1 ∈ L have order p and define
U = 〈 − 1 |  ∈ L \ {1, 1}〉,
so that U N . Also define
H = 〈(b, 1 − 1),U 〉;
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BN = BH and |BN : H | = p. We will prove that the subgroup H has the properties stated
in the theorem.
(i) H is permutable in G. We show that 〈g〉H is a subgroup for all g ∈ G. Here it
may be assumed that g /∈ AN since H  AN and the latter is abelian. Thus g = ¯x, (i.e.,
(¯, x)), where ¯ ∈ L¯ \ A and x ∈ N . Then |¯| = pk+2 with k > 0, and gpk = ¯pk x′ where
x′ ∈ N . Since ¯pk ∈ A and [N, ¯pk ] is trivial, gpk+1 = ¯pk+1 , which generates B . Hence
〈gpk+1〉H = BH = BN , from which it follows that 〈g〉H = 〈g〉BN = 〈g〉N G.
(ii) H is core-free in G. First we show that HG ∩N = 1. Since HG ∩N = (H ∩N)G =
(H ∩ N)L¯ = UL¯, what we need to prove is that UL¯ is trivial. Note that UL¯ =
⋂
∈L U, in
additive notation.
Suppose that x ∈ UL¯ and write
x =
∑
∈L\{1,1}
λ( − 1), λ ∈ Zp.
If m ∈ L, then x ∈ Um and x = ymm, with ym ∈ U . Thus U contains the element
xm−1 =
∑
∈L\{1,1}
λ
(
(m−1 − 1) − (m−1 − 1)).
Choose any  ∈ L \ {1, 1} and take m to be −11 . Then the coefficient of 1 − 1 in xm−1
is λ1m = λ, which must equal 0. Hence x = 0, as claimed.
Next let x ∈ HL¯ \ N . Then x ∈ H and we may assume it has the form
x = (b, 1 − 1)
(
1,
∑
∈L\{1,1}
μ( − 1)
)
, μ ∈ Zp.
Now choose m ∈ L \ {1, −11 } and let m¯ → m under L¯ → L. Then x = (ym)m¯ for some
ym ∈ H , so that ym = xm¯−1 , which equals
(
b, (1m
−1 − 1) − (m−1 − 1)) ·
(
1,
∑
∈L\{1,1}
μ
(
(m−1 − 1) − (m−1 − 1))
)
.
Thus (b,0)−1ym has the form (1,w), where
w = (1m−1 − 1) − (m−1 − 1) +
∑
∈L\{1,1}
μ
(
(m−1 − 1) − (m−1 − 1)),
so that w ∈ IL = N . If w does not involve 1, then w ∈ U H and also ym ∈ H , so that
(b,0) ∈ H , a contradiction. Therefore w must involve 1. But the coefficient of 1 − 1 in
w is μ1m since m = 1, −11 . Hence μ1m = 0 for all m in L \ {1, −11 }, and it follows that
μ = 0 for infinitely many  ∈ L, which is impossible. Therefore HL¯  N : as a conse-
quence H ¯ = H ¯ ∩ N = (H ∩ N) ¯ = 1 and HG = 1.L L L
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¯x ∈ Z¯(G) where ¯ ∈ L¯\A and x ∈ N . Then [N, ¯x] = [N, ¯]N ∩ Z¯(G), yet N ∩Z(G)
is trivial since L is infinite. Hence [N, ¯] = 1 and ¯ ∈ A. It follows that Z¯(G) AN and
Z¯(G) = A(N ∩ Z¯(G)) = A, which completes the proof. 
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